
        Newsletter n° 18, November 2018 

Dear Friends, 

To begin with, we would like to apologize for not having given you any news about AUPADAMA for so 

long. Our silence doesn’t mean however, that we have been inactive or that nothing happened, on the 

contrary: here are two of our main achievements in 2018, which we are very happy to tell you about. 

Last spring, for the first time, we launched a crowdfunding operation 

in order to help us raise the funds needed to finance the 10th edition 

(already!) of our Swiss project « Families in Leysin ». 

This financing operation was a total success! It enabled us in August 

2018, to host four families (with 6 children and 2 teenagers), during 

one week of most deserved holiday in Leysin. These families, who normally can’t afford to go 

on holiday, were able to enjoy all kinds of mountain activities while spending time together, 

away from their everyday worries.  

AUPADAMA was also pleased to become a partner of the “Mouvement de la Jeunesse Suisse 

Romande” in the setting up of a very innovative and stimulating project. Its purpose was to 

promote and encourage the integration of young refugees and juvenile asylum seekers, who 

arrived in Switzerland without their families. In July 2018, fifteen teenagers living in reception 

centers for migrants of Geneva and Vaud cantons were invited to a camp in St-George (Vaud 

Jura) for a very creative week related to the theme of hip-hop. 

The activities planned included: learn to live together, get used to Swiss customs and 

traditions with the support of some instructors and above all, attend break dance and writing 

classes, record their own rap songs and make a video clip bringing together both groups, the 

dancers and the rappers. 

During a joyful visit in St-George we realized how much this camp experience gave a chance 

to the participants to express themselves in a warm and caring atmosphere while becoming 

more self-confident. Their motivation as well as the efforts they made are clearly visible in the 

clip called “I come from far away” carrying a message of tolerance, making a particular 

resonance with the actual debate on migration issues.  

Even if you are not a fan of rap music, go and have a look at the 

video they made: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VbRrV6qAfS8.  

Please note that if some of their faces are covered or blurred in this 

clip, it’s to avoid being identified or located by those they escaped from in their country of 

origin.  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VbRrV6qAfS8


AUPADAMA wishes to continue and support projects in favor of children and teenagers in 

Switzerland, regardless of their nationality or legal status, whether they are political refugees 

or asylum seekers, holding or not a residence permit; they are the future, they are 

Switzerland’s tomorrow!  

Thank you, thank you and thank you again, dear Friends, to make these beautiful projects 

possible. 

                         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                           

Please visit our website  www.aupadama.org. And to help us continue along this path, make a donation to : 

Association Aupadama, Piguet Galland & Cie SA, IBAN : CH48 0877 7004 3528 8000 0.  


